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JEVA has been going 
to school with children for 65 years!

For the last 3 generations, since 1956, our family’s mission has been to develop the best schoolbags 
in the marked. We have worked on details, adjusted, redeveloped, and kept making new designs, 
always ensuring the most outstanding quality, correct ergonomics, and the beautiful designs the 
kids love. 

Good ergonomics are a cornerstone for us. Through years of experience and collaborating with 
occupational therapists and chiropractors, we have created schoolbags and rucksacks that fit 
perfectly on the back and offer optimal carrying comfort, while the weight of the schoolbag is still 
as low as possible. You can read more about ergonomics and correct adjustment of the bags on 
page 4-7.

It is of high priority for us that nothing is redundant on our schoolbags and rucksacks, but that they 
are functional and easy to use, also for children.

Every year we launch new, beautiful colours on our popular schoolbags and rucksacks and, 
obviously, there are pencil cases, purses, and mobile covers to match. 
In this brochure you can see the new 2022 colours, and on www.jeva.dk you can find products from 
our previous collections. 

No matter whether you are going to start school with your first schoolbag or getting a bigger 
schoolbag, JEVA has a model that fits you a 100% (see our guide on page 9).

Welcome to our 2022 collection 

The following is subject to possible price increases due to the current development in prices of raw materials and freight, among others.
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Helle Hammer Mortensen, occupational therapist
www.personligergoterapi.dk


As an occupational therapist I am always happy to see 
children with their schoolbag on their backs.  

I would like to recommend JEVA schoolbags, because the models 
are carefully thought out and tested during many years. The 
schoolbags are easy for the children to use, they are equipped 
with many good features and there are sizes that fit all children. 

My eyes are often caught by children with schoolbags of the 
wrong sizes, like a tiny girl who is almost falling over because her 
schoolbag is too big and heavy on the backside.  
Or the bigger boy who has loosened the shoulder straps so much 
that the bag is hanging way too loose on his back and behind. 
The smaller children biking with their jacket open and the bag 
on their shoulders, but the straps have not been tightened and 

everything is flapping around them. Unfortunately, I also see examples of bags that are so high up 
on the neck that the child cannot look to the sides or back. 

It is important to make sure the schoolbag is not too heavy. Remember that the bag has a weight 
in itself – as do the lunch box, pencil case, books, tablet, sports clothes and even an empty water 
bottle. Therefore, JEVA’s schoolbags are an excellent choice because they are lightweight: 580-
982 grams. Good ergonomics and the correct distribution of the weight are also connected with 
the low weight.

Teach your child to clean up the bag every day, so he or she only carries the most necessary 
things to school. 
It is likewise important to tighten the shoulder straps when the bag is on the back, so it fits to the 
clothing of the child both summer and winter, and always to fasten the chest strap to keep the 
shoulder straps from slipping over the shoulders and also the waist band, if there is one."
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Correct ergonomics & functionality

Good ergonomics also mean LOW WEIGHT! Choose a very light 
schoolbag or backpack, the weight of a JEVA bag is 580 – 985 grams.

Put heavy books close to the body/at the back of the bag – this ensures 
correct ergonomics.

Choose a schoolbag with an insulated lunch box compartment. 

Prioritize functionality, access to all of the schoolbags compartments is 
easy and uncomplicated, even when the sports bag is in use.

JEVA avoids details that cause discomfort to the neck and the back of 
the head – for example, our sports bag is located on the front of the bag 
instead of on the top. This retains freedom of movement. 

We find it logical to use recycled materials in our production. 

Wide elastic band to fasten the unused strap 
or to secure the chosen strap position.

Wash our bags in the washing machine on 
30º. Then hang the bag to dry bottom up.
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This is how you adjust the bag correctly

The model in the example is wearing BEGINNERS. 
However, the principles are the same  

for all our bags.

Tighten the shoulder straps 
so that the top of the bag 
fluctuates with the child’s 
shoulders.

The height of the bag needs to 
fit to the child (see page 9).  
The bottom should not be 
further down than the tailbone. 

Push the elastic band up under the 
clasp to secure the adjustment.
Also use the elastic band to collect 
the excess strap.

The little elastic waist band can offer an extra support 
if the bag is heavy.  If the waist band is used, it is 

important that the chest strap is tightened to avoid 
that the bag is hanging on the hips, since this will 

displace the weight.

The chest strap should always be used to secure that the 
weight is kept close to the back. Tighten the chest strap 

and adjust the height so it is placed across the chest. 
Push the elastic band as close as possible to the clasp to 

secure the adjustment. 

Pack the bag the right way 
The best distribution is obtained by placing the heaviest items as 
close to the child’s back as possible. This is easy, because the book 
compartment on our beginners’ schoolbags is not deep and the 
inner PC pocket can also be used as a divider. 

Please, also remember to clean up the bag on a regular basis!
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EASY-BELT

From 2022, we have added a smart elastic 
EASY-BELT on all the schoolbags on the following models:

BEGINNERS
INTERMEDIATE

START-UP
U-TURN 
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Choose the right model
Children of the growing age needs to change their schoolbag more or less every year and a 
half. Younger children grow a lot, and it is important to always choose a bag that fits perfectly 
to the body and the back that needs to carry it.

JEVA has developed ergonomic schoolbag models for all ages, from preschool to higher 
education, and you will always be able to find a schoolbag that fits yourself or your child.

MINI BEGINNERS, BEGINNERS, INTERMEDIATE, START-UP & U-TURN
These models are our schoolbags, and they are suitable throughout primary school.

SQUARE, SURVIVOR & SUPREME
are our rucksacks. SQUARE is 8 out of 10 times bought for children in middle primary school. 
For late primary school SURVIVOR, which has no sports bag, is extremely popular, and also 
SUPREME, which features a large 10 litres sports bag.

BACKPACK & BACKPACK XL 
can be used by all teenagers and adults
– for school, leisure, enjoying nature, travelling and holidays.
You will find them all on www.jeva.com
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MINI BEGINNERS (page 13) 30 cm. 21,5 cm. 16 cm. 550 g. 8 L. 

START-UP (page 14) 37 cm. 27 cm. 15 cm. 800 g. 15+15 L. 

BEGINNERS (page 16) 35 cm. 27 cm. 20 cm. 1040 g. 16+8 L. 

INTERMEDIATE (page 18) 37 cm. 31 cm. 17 cm. 1160 g. 21+11 L. 

U-TURN (page 20) 40 cm. 27 cm. 18 cm. 1190 g. 18+9 L. 

SQUARE (page 22) 39 cm. 31 cm. 16 cm. 1010 g. 23+9 L. 

SURVIVOR (page 24) 45 cm. 33 cm. 18 cm. 760 g. 26 L. 

SUPREME (page 26) 45 cm. 32 cm. 17 cm. 1060 g. 30+10 L. 

BACKPACK  50 cm. 34 cm. 25 cm. 500 g. 31 L. 

BACKPACK XL  50 cm. 32 cm. 22 cm. 670 g. 33 L. 
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This is how you measure it:
The length of the bag is found by measuring the child’s back from the top point of the shoulder down 
to the start of the tailbone - see the illustration.

Measure the width of the back between the points right over the arm pits - see the illustration.

 The measurements are indicative and do not have to match 
the exact measurement of the child for the bag to fit, because the 

straps give a lot of room for adjustment.
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Our popular FOAM-BACK on the models BEGINNERS and 
INTERMEDIATE has the correct number of cushions that support in 
exactly the right place on the child’s back.  
The design makes sure there are no “air pocket” - meaning that the 
child’s back and the backside of the bag follow each other, and support 
is provided in the right places. 
The FOAM-BACK and the padding and shape of the carrying straps, 
together with the adjustable chest strap, provide optimal carrying 
comfort.
From 2022 a fine, elastic waist band, has been added to these 2 models.

JEVA's back support systems are created to provide 
support on the correct parts of the back.

 The back systems of our schoolbags cannot be height adjusted. That way, we ensure that 
the bag is not incorrectly adjusted, for instance too heigh, which could obstruct the child’s free 
mobility and visibility in traffic. 
To compensate, we have developed several models with different back lengths, so that it is 
always possible to choose the bag that fits best to the user (see instructions and diagrams 
with measurements on page 9.)

Ergonomic back support

SUPPORT-BACK are found on the following models: 
START-UP, SQUARE, SURVIVOR and SUPREME. 
The support points have been placed so that they fit length and 
width of the rucksack. 
SUPPORT-BACK is a good and ergonomically correct back with 
3 support points that are situated exactly where they need to be 
situated for optimal carrying comfort. 
Under each support point there is a “firm” backside that ensures 
stability. 
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On BEGINNERS, the bag is in a separate 
pocket in the top of the bag. Attach it to the 

pocket when it is necessary for physical 
education class. The bag can also be used 

separately as a tiny mini rucksack.

The sports bag on BEGINNERS, INTERMEDIATE and U-TURN is shaped to follow the shape of the bag  
and secure the correct weight distribution.

All JEVA’s schoolbags come with a nice sports bag 
and a drinking bottle included in the price, 

so no additional shopping is needed!

SCHOOLBAG + +SPORTS BAG DRINKING BOTTLE
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PRESCHOOL 274 
ERGONOMIC PREESCHOOL OR TRIP RUCKSACK

 * 1 large compartment, inner pocket, name tag and reflectors.
 * 2 elastic mesh pockets, for items such as a drinking bottle, rubber boots or wet clothing.
 * Adjustable breast strap, padded straps and back support.
 * Easy to handle opening at the top.

WEIGHT 305 GRAMS
VOLUME: 8 LITERS
MEASUREMENTS: H31 X W24 X D12

274-56274-55 Rainbow FriendsSpace Games
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MINI BEGINNERS 310 

WEIGHT: 550 GRAMS
VOLUME: 8 LITERS
MEASUREMENTS: H30 X W21,5 X D16

310-31 310-30Dino Lama

 * Ergonomically correct back, adjustable straps and breast strap.
 * Insulated lunch box compartment, and front pocket.
 * Name tag, key chain, reflectors.
 * Water bottle.

This is a mini edition of our popular model BEGINNERS (page 17).  
For kindergarten or the first years at school.
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START-UP 403 

403-23

8865-23 353-23

START-UP schoolbag with sports bag 
Camou Dino

TWOZIP 
Camou Dino

SNAP 
Camou Dino

 * Adjustable straps and breaststrap.
 * Ergonomically correct SUPPORT-BACK, combined with a 

7-centimeters adjustment at the top of the straps.
 * Padded pocket for pc/laptop.
 * Insulated lunch box compartment, name tag & key chain.
 * Many reflectors.

WEIGHT: 800 GRAMS
VOLUME: 13+13 LITERS
MEASUREMENTS: H37 X W27 X D15
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403-24

403-22
START-UP schoolbag with sports bag 
Camou Dino

START-UP 
Seahorse unicorn

See matching pencil cases on page 28-31

START-UP 
Unicorn Heaven
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8865-148873-14

8871-14

8869-14

353-14

313-14

TWOZIPWALLET

SMARTPHONE 
COVER

ONEZIP

SNAP

Mermazing 
BEGINNERS

BEGINNERS 313
Beginners schoolbag

The FOAM-BACK has exactly 
the right number of pads to 
give the child’s back ideal 
support

Adjustable breast strap - 
padded, shaped and fitted 
straps – comfortable to carry

Detachable sports bag is 
placed in a pocket at the 
top and can be used as 
a separate rucksack with 
adjustable straps

Exterior 
compartment  
for pencil case

Fully insulated lunch box compartment

Including 
drinking bottle

The little elastic 
waist band EASY-
BELT can offer an 

extra support
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Name tag, detachable key 
ring, lots of reflectors and 
inner and outer carrying 
straps.

Padded pocket/room 
divider in the back of the 
schoolbag with room for a 
laptop up till 13".

Note that this is not a deep 
compartment. This it to 
ensure that the weight is 
close to the child’s back = 
good ergonomics.

Elastic bands on all 
the straps to keep the 
adjustments in place and to 
collect excess strap.

WEIGHT: 911 GRAMS 
WEIGHT INCL. ACCESSORIES: 1040 GRAMS 
VOLUME: 16 + 8 LITERS 
MEASUREMENTS: H35 X W27 X D20 CM

313-13

313-16

313-18

313-17

313-15

BEGINNERS 
Football Striker

BEGINNERS 
Furry Friend

BEGINNERS 
Rainbow Alicorn

BEGINNERS 
Incognito

BEGINNERS 
Monster Truck Dragon

See matching pencil cases and 
equipment on page 28-35
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308 INTERMEDIATE
Beginners schoolbag

8865-138873-13

8871-13

8869-13

353-13

308-13

TWOZIPWALLET

SMARTPHONE 
COVER

ONEZIP

SNAP

Football Striker 
INTERMEDIATE

The FOAM-BACK has exactly 
the right number of pads to 
give the child’s back ideal 
support

Adjustable breast strap - 
padded, shaped and fitted 
straps – comfortable to carry

Exterior 
compartment  
for pencil case

Fully insulated lunch box compartment

Including 
drinking bottle

The little elastic waist 
band EASY-BELT can 
offer an extra support
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The detachable sports bag 
can be used as a separate 
rucksack with adjustable 
straps

Name tag, detachable key 
ring, lots of reflectors and 
inner and outer carrying 
straps.

Padded pocket/room 
divider in the back of the 
schoolbag with room for a 
laptop up till 14".

WEIGHT: 932 GRAMS 
WEIGHT INCL. ACCESSORIES: 1160 GRAMS 
VOLUME: 21 + 11 LITERS 
MEASUREMENTS: H37 X W31 X D17 CM

308-14

308-16

308-18

308-17

308-15

INTERMEDIATE 
Mermazing

INTERMEDIATE 
Furry Friend

INTERMEDIATE 
Rainbow Alicorn

INTERMEDIATE 
Incognito

INTERMEDIATE 
Monster Truck Dragon

See matching pencil cases and 
equipment on page 28-35
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U-TURN 401
IDEAL FOR THE FIRST 4 YEARS OF SCHOOL

WEIGHT: 985 GRAMS
WEIGHT INCL. ACCESSORIES: 1190 GRAMS
MEASUREMENTS: H40 X W27 X D18 CM
VOLUME: 18 + 9 LITERS

Large main  
compartment

Adjustable breast 
strap - padded, shaped 
and fitted straps – 
comfortable to carry

Fully insulated 
lunch box 
compartment Including 

drinking bottle
The little elastic waist band EASY-BELT 

can offer an extra support

Ergonomic  
SUPPORT-BACK with 4 
padded support points

Name tag, detachable key ring, 
lots of reflectors and inner and 
outer carrying straps.

Padded pocket/room divider in 
the back of the schoolbag with 
room for a laptop up till 14".

401-96

Pink Lightning 
U-TURN

See matching pencil cases  
on page 28-31
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The detachable sports bag 
is placed in a pocket at the 

top, and can be used as 
a separate rucksack with 

adjustable straps

7 cm adjustment 
at the top of the 

straps.

Spacious side pocket 
for pencil case

401-31

Lightning 
U-TURN
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SQUARE 324 
 * Light and functional backpack for the “young” schoolchild, 7-10 years old.
 * 2 large compartments, one with organizer, and a zipped pocket.
 * Several front pockets, one containing a sports bag/mini rucksack with 

adjustable straps.
 * Extra large and fully insulated lunch box compartment and a holder for a 

drinking bottle on the side.
 * Padded laptop pocket, raised above the bottom of the bag, to prevent 

knocks.
 * Detachable key chain and reflectors.
 * Ergonomic SUPPORT-BACK with 3-point support, shaped, padded 

shoulder straps and adjustable breast strap.
 * Smart elastic to adjust the straps and ensure a good fit.

VOLUME: 23 + 9 LITERS
WEIGHT: 1010 GRAMS 
MEASUREMENTS:  
H39 X W31 X D16 CM

324-27 Indigo

324-28 Sangria

324-56 Mosaik

See matching BOX pencil cases on page 32
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324-22 Estrellas324-31 Lightning

324-37 Edge

324-39 Cube

324-55 Micro

324-51 Black

324-54 Purple Rose

324-41 Green Camou
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SURVIVOR 323 
 * Cool and ageless backpack that is extremely light and meets most needs.
 * 2 large compartments and a front pocket with organizer and mobile 

phone pocket.
 * Under the adjustable cord you can attach all kinds of things: bike helmet, 

blanket, jacket, sleeping bag, etc…
 * Padded laptop pocket, adjustable breast strap, and smart elastic to adjust 

the straps and ensure a good fit.
 * The SUPPORT-BACK is comfortable and ergonomic with 3 support 

points, and the straps are shaped and padded.

323-27 Indigo

323-28 Sangria

323-55 Micro

See matching BOX pencil cases on page 32

VOLUME: 26 LITERS
WEIGHT: 760 GRAMS 
MEASUREMENTS:  
H45 X W33 X D18 CM
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323-22 Estrellas323-31 Lightning

323-37 Edge

323-39 Cube

323-56 Mosaik

323-51 Black

323-54 Purple Rose

323-41 Green Camou
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SUPREME 326
 * Two-in-one backpack for older children, teenagers and adults.
 * 1 large front pocket, 2 large compartments - 1 with an organizer and a 

pocket for a mobile phone.
 * Large 10 liters mini rucksack with adjustable straps on the front of the 

backpack – it is attached by 4 easy hooks.
 * Under the adjustable cord you can attach all kinds of things: bike 

helmet, blanket, jacket, sleeping bag, etc…
 * Padded laptop pocket, adjustable breast strap, shaped straps, and smart 

elastic to adjust the straps and ensure a good fit.
 * Has our sturdy SUPPORT-BACK with 3-point support provided by soft, 

padded panels to give ideal weight distribution.

326-27 Indigo

326-28 Sangria

326-37 Edge

See matching BOX pencil cases on page 32

VOLUME: 30 + 10 LITERS
WEIGHT INCL. 
SPORTSBAG: 1060 GRAMS 
MEASUREMENTS:  
H45 X W32 X D17 CM
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326-22 Estrellas326-31 Lightning

326-56 Mosaik

326-39 Cube

326-55 Micro

326-51 Black

326-54 Purple Rose

326-41 Green Camou
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TWOZIP 8865
The TWOZIP pencil case is of the very best quality 
with stylish yet ergonomic pencils and crayons:

 * pocket for UNI-login
 * name tag
 * 12 crayons in a range of cool colors
 * 2 ordinary pencils
 * neon green and yellow pencil
 * ruler, pencil sharpener and rubber
 * zipped pocket inside

The cool and functional TWOZIP pencil case is made in colours and print to match our schoolbags.

MEASUREMENTS: H19,5 X W12 X D4,5 CM
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8865-31 Lightning

8865-22 Unicorn Heaven 8865-23 Camou Dino

8865-15 Monster Truck Dragon

8865-96 Pink Lightning

8865-18 Rainbow Alicorn

8865-14 Mermazing

8865-24 Seahorse Unicorn

8865-17 Incognito

8865-16 Furry Friend8865-13 Football Striker
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ONEZIP 8869

8865-18 Rainbow Alicorn

8865-15 Monster Truck Dragon

8865-17 Incognito

8865-14 Mermazing

8865-16 Furry Friend

8865-13 Football Striker

The ONEZIP pencil case is made in colours and print to match our schoolbags BEGINNERS and 
INTERMEDIATE.

The ONEZIP pencil case is of the very best quality with stylish yet ergonomic pencils and crayons  
(see the previous page).

MEASUREMENTS:  
H19,5 X W14 X D3,5 CM
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SNAP 353

353-13 Football Striker

353-17 Incognito

353-14 Mermazing

353-22 Unicorn Heaven

353-18 Rainbow Alicorn

353-23 Camou Dino

353-15 Monster Truck Dragon

353-24 Seahorse Unicorn

353-16 Furry Friend

Fancy pencil case with a pull-down feature where all your pencils and 
writing utensils appear when you pull the two side straps of the pencil case.
SNAP comes without writing utensils, but with lots of space for your 
favourite pencils. 
SNAP is made in colours and print to match our schoolbags BEGINNERS, 
INTERMEDIATE and START-UP.

MEASUREMENTS:  
H18 X W16 X D7 CM
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JEVA’s BOX pencil case is super cool and is 
available in all of the colors of our backpacks and 
U-TURN schoolbags.

The pencil case has no content but has a 
functional flap inside to keep writing materials in 
place.

There is lots of room in the large compartment for 
various types of writing materials.

MEASUREMENTS: H23,5 X W9,5 X D5,5 CMBOX 351
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351-27 Sangria

351-39 Cube

351-37 Edge

351-28 Indigo

351-41 Green Camou

351-55 Micro

351-22 Estrellas

351-51 Black

351-56 Mosaik

351-31 Lightning

351-54 Purple Rose

351-96 Pink Lightning
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SMARTPHONE COVER 8871

8871-13 Football Striker 8871-14 Mermazing 8871-16 Furry Friend 8871-17 Incognito

8871-18 Rainbow Alicorn

8871-15 Monster Truck Dragon

SMARTPHONE COVER is available in all of the colors of our 
BEGINNERS & INTERMEDIATE schoolbags.

JEVA has designed a SMARTPHONE COVER that can do much 
more than protect your cell phone as a regular mobile cover.

Below the flap you will find an extra pocket 
and a zipped pocket on the back so you can 
also use it as a purse.

It is equipped with a string so that it can be 
worn around the neck, the string 
of course has a safety clasp that 
will open if the child gets caught 
in anything.

MEASUREMENTS: H16,5 X W9,5 CM
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WALLET 8873

8873-13 Football Striker 8873-14 Mermazing 8873-16 Furry Friend 8873-17 Incognito

8873-18 Rainbow Alicorn

8873-15 Monster Truck Dragon

WALLET is available in all of the colors of our BEGINNERS 
& INTERMEDIATE schoolbags.

Smart, little wallet with a velcro fastener.
The wallet has a zipped pocket for coins, a pocket for notes, 
a transparent pocket for all types of card and two extra 
small pockets.

MEASUREMENTS:  
H13 X W9 CM
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DON'T 

FORGET 

TO 

WATCH 

YOUR 

BACK/BAG
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002-01

002-02

002-04

RAINCOVER black

RAINCOVER yellow

RAINCOVER silver

RAINCOVER 002
Although the fabric JEVA uses is fully waterproof due to the coating on the back,
water may penetrate through stitching and zips.
For stormy conditions, our popular RAINCOVER with elastic fits all bags without
the need for adjustment. Choose between black, silver or yellow.
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TOURPACK 321 

WEIGHT: 350 GRAMS
VOLUME: 5 LITERS
MEASUREMENTS: H33 X W25,5 X D11,5

321-42
Dark Camou

321-21
Starlight

321-45
Pink Starry

 * 1 compartment with 1 padded pocket, which can be
 * used for tablet, or as compartment divider.
 * Zipped front pocket and 2 mesh pockets on the sides.
 * Padded back and straps – adjustable breast strap –
 * many reflectors, and detachable key chain.
 * TOURPACK suits everyone.

321-51 Black
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Sports bag with a roomy compartment, a zipped
pocket, and a large mesh pocket on the side.

The sports bag has a large separate compartment for
shoes or wet clothes – and it is machine washable.

CONTAINER is suitable for sports, leisure activities, a
day in the country, travelling and holidays – whatever
your needs may be.

CONTAINER 110 MEASUREMENTS: H28 X W60 X D28
VOLUME: 47 LITERS

110-51
Black CONTAINER

The shopping bag HOLD-ALL is roomy, environmentally friendly and 
very strong.

HOLD-ALL is also suitable for fitness, yoga or a trip to the beach.

You can fold the shopping bag and carry it with you.
Machine washable.

MEASUREMENTS: H35 X W33 X D18HOLD-ALL 111

WWW.JEVA.COM
– take a look around and be inspired!

111-51 Black





SVANEMÆRKET

Tryksag
5041 0826 

LaserTryk.dk
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LIGHT. STRONG. DANISH.

www.jeva.dk
www.jeva.com

www.jeva-schulranzen.de


